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Coding Not et aking Fl owchar t
TextText Text

What  am I  do- ing?  
Moving inf or mat ion f r om a sour ce int o my mind.

Polymath
Rotation
Process

Sources:
- Articles (Non-RSS)
- Articles (RSS)
- Books
- YouTube Channels
- Online Learning Platforms
- Mailing Lists

4 Ask 
Reading System:

- What am I hoping to learn?
- How well does this answer 

my questions?
- Is reading this worth my 

time?
- Is this well written?

YES

NO

ACTIONS:
- Before Reading: Review questions / learning goals from 4 Ask Reading step.
- Reading: Skim article, article headers, chapter headings, diagrams, &tc.
- Reading: 1st pass reading of articles, book chapter, &tc.
- Highlighting: 1st Pass highlighting of important (or unclear) vocab words.
- Highlighting: Solid underline phrases, points, &tc.  (1st Pass)
- Highlighting: Squiggle underline what I don't understand (e.g. unclear or 

confusing passages, key concepts, &tc.)
- After Reading:  Save to appropriate Feedly board or save/tag in Diigo.
- After Reading: Review 4 Ask questions in light of reading and separate out 

what was answered (i.e. what was in the text) and what wasn't answered 
(what wasn't in the text).

- After Reading: 1 sentence explanation explaining why I didn't understand 
each "Don't Understand" item.

Don't U
nders

tand 

Thre
shold H

it

OUTPUTS:
- Annotated chapter, article, &tc. (1st pass vocab, key points, questions)
- Short explanations of what I specifically didn't understand in the reading.
- List of topics, sections, &tc. that I skipped over or didn't read.

ACTIONS:
- Before Reading: Review Don't Understand entries and jot down any reading 

questions that come to mind.
Reading: Re-read, section-by-section, then take notes.

- Highlighting: 2nd pass highlights, solid underlining, and squiggle underling.
- Notetaking: Key points, details, concepts, &tc. in my own words.
- After Reading: Review (and if needed revise / clarify) any reading questions 

that remain after 2nd pass reading.

OUTPUTS:
- Annotated chapter, article &tc. (2nd pass vocab, key points, questions)
- Handwritten notes in Working Memory notebook.
- List of Vocab words with definitions.
- Broken out list of questions to submit to Quora.

If m
ulti-c

hapter b
ook, 

go to next chapter and 

begin new 1st P
ass

Quora:
- Submit question to 

Quora.

Vocab:
- Use [tool] to define 

vocab.

Spaced
Repetition
Process

ADMINISTRATIVE:
- Load digital book from Calibre into iPad e-reader.
- Properly tagged articles / media in Feedly or Diijo (if web-based).
- Exported & emailed Summary (sic.) from Goodreader to Postbox.
- Open Summary (sic.) in Word and move appropriate parts into Excel.
- EXCEL: 1st Pass entries in Reading (YY-MM-DD, Don't Understand list, 

Vocab list, Skipped Over.)Excel: 1st Pass entries in Vocab list).

When Vocab 

& Quora Completed

ADMINISTRATIVE:
- Submit Questions to Quora.
- Exported & emailed Summary from Goodreader to Postbox.
- Open Summary in Word and move appropriate parts into Excel.
- EXCEL: 2nd Pass entry in Reading (YY-MM-DD, Notebook YY-#, pg, Vocab, 

Don't Understand)

ACTIONS:
- Before Reading: Review 1 sentence explanations, Quora answers, vocab 

definitions, and handwritten notes.
- Reading: Re-read, section by section, then take notes.
- Highlighting: 3rd pass highlights, solid underlining, and squiggle undelrining.
- Highlighting: Default values, interesting bugs, & possibly outdated info.
- Notetaking: Sketches and visaulizations a la "How Stuff Works"
- Notetaking: Step-by-step walk through of what each line of code is doing.
- After Reading: Type up handwritten notes,   
- After Reading: 1 paragraph summary of article (or if book length, chapter) for 

annotated bibliography.
- After Reading: Search for related / topic adjacent articles on key sites.
- After Reading:  Check any possibly outdated information and annotate text.

OUTPUTS:
- Annotated chapter, article &tc. (3rd pass vocab, key points, questions, default 

values, interesting bugs, possibly outdated info).
- Handwritten notes in Working Memory notebook (sketches, step-by-step walk 

through of code).
- List of default values, interesting bugs, and possibly outdated info to check.
- Entry for annotated bibliography.
- Typewritten notes.

ADMINISTRATIVE:
- EXCEL: 3rd Pass entry in Reading Excel Sheet (YY-MM-DD, Notebook YY-#, 

pg., reference heading).
- Upload / replace text on Calibre and tag as 3PA ("3 Pass Annotated")
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Reference N
otebook 

Thresheld H
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New Entry in 
Reference Notebook

- Condensed, combined, collated 
notes from multiple sources.

- Pulls together the best, most 
useful, most insightful 
information from multiple 
sources.
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Is this worth reading?

Record 
Don't Understand Abort 

in Excel

Write it out

Skim blurb, 
ToC, &tc.

Quora:
- Load answers 

into Evernote.

Vocab:
- Load words & 

defs into Anki.

#D3E6FFUnderline 
(blue)

Squiggly 
underline 

(blue)
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